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“Do What Most Won’t – Enjoy What Most Never Will.”
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DISCLAIMER: We used the great game of golf to support our coaching. Why? Golf is played
exactly the way the great game of life should be played. Golf is played with rigorous honesty, and
when there’s an infraction, the golfer calls it on themselves. Our coaching demands playing life
straight down the middle and flirting with the out-of-bounds lines are not permitted. Our coaching
platform has been named “The Country Club of Life” and will improve the lives of golfers and
non-golfers alike if our students commit to doing the things most won’t.
The Country Club of Life (here-in-after referred to as “The CC of Life”) is a virtual life coaching
and training system. It is holistic training bent on the development of the "Whole" person. The
system is a Tried, Proven, and Custom-developed testing into our students' lives', Physically,
Emotionally, Spiritually, Intellectually, Financially, and Socially. Our coaching techniques and
methods are rooted in the belief in Intelligent Design. Why? With over 30 years of clinical
observation, trial, and research, we have observed that determining "Whose" we are will be critical
to eventually discovering "Who" we are – and accepting the limitations of our discovery. "Who"
we are and being anything one makes their minds to be are typically the goals of most coaching
techniques. Our research, trials, and findings strongly rebuke that approach. It is only through
determining where we came from that we can determine where we're going. It is only through the
acceptance of our character defects and limitations that we can develop a successful focused,
workable, and closely monitored game plan for our students. However, we do not reject and do
not attempt to change the findings and opinions of contrarians. We operate solely from a position
of attraction - not promotion or opposition. Experience has shown us many want what we offer,
making it unnecessary to debate the pundits.

THE CC OF LIFE DOES NOT SUGGEST THAT THE SYSTEM WILL GUARANTEE
SUCCESS.

WE CAN ONLY SUGGEST OUR STUDENTS SUBSCRIBE TO OUR

MOTTO. " DO WHAT MOST WON'T – ENJOY WHAT MOST NEVER WILL"

A CLUB WITHOUT REAL ESTATE: The Country Club of Life is registered with the United
States Golf Association, USGA, as a "Club Without Real Estate." The CC of Life is listed in the
USGA's directory with clubs throughout the U.S. The United States Golf Association, USGA, is
an organization of 8,000 clubs, courses, and qualified practice facilities serving all golfers as the

national governing body for the game. A USGA club membership supports the work of the USGA
and provides information and materials to enhance your golf program. To be eligible for USGA
Club Membership, the club, course, or qualified practice facility must fit into one of three distinct
categories: Golf Course, Club Without Real Estate, or Training Facility. New members must also
agree to its provisions of the USGA By-Laws.

Our Motto
“Do What Most Won’t – Enjoy What Most Never Will.”
Our Goal
Our goal is to coach and train our students in a way where “attitude meets ability.”
Our Purpose
Our purpose is to find the “key-log” that has our students stuck and lead them to find "I.T."

Executive Summary

Introduction
Is A Champion in life, business, or sport Born or Made? Without a doubt, this is a question
that, if solved, would have a blank check attached to it.
What is it inside of Jack Nicklaus, for instance, that caused him to not only make a crucial putt
but the ball first stops on the lip of the cup, turning so slowly the camera can read the name on it,
giving the crowd the perfect timing to build into a dramatic deafening roar before the ball curls
into the hole? Or Michael Jordan not just making the winning shot at the buzzer but the ball circles
the rim before going through the net for the win? Or Derek Jeter throws the runner out at first, but
he bobbles the ball and still makes the play - while lying on his back?
In sport, they are said to have "IT" For our purposes here at The Country Club of Life, "IT"
stands for "Intercessory Triumph." "I.T." comes from "Doing What Most Won't." From not just
using God-given talents and gifts but keeping them purposed through a mastery of the basics. I.T.
comes from doing everything, whether in word or deed, by serving something greater than
ourselves and playing the game of life, "Straight Down the Middle," never flirting with the OB
Lines. I.T. shapes a Rhythm to the Game of Life few have.
Possessing I.T., however, was nothing new to Christ. Matthew 7:13 quotes Christ as he lays
out part of our game plan. Coach Jesus told us, and I paraphrase, "Enter through the narrow gate.
For wide is the gate, and broad is the fairway that leads to failure, and many enter through it. But
small is the gate and narrow the fairway that leads to victory but, only a few find - IT."
At The Country Club of Life, we coach and train golfers and non-golfers alike how to identify
their one true authentic swing, "the swing they were born with." Our goal is to coach and train
our students in a way where “attitude meets ability.”
Perhaps you're one of those or know someone who had a God-given ability and today are
known as that person who threw it all away or, as some may say, "just plain blew it." No one just
plain blows it. Something holds them back, which discourages them or causes them to just plain
self-sabotage themselves. We refer to that as their “key-log.” Our purpose is to find the “keylog” that has our students stuck and lead them to find "I.T."

We especially enjoy training adults who the world has robbed of their swing and those who
have forgotten what their swings were even like. We do this for others at The CC of Life by sharing
our experience, strength, and hope in the abundant life that has been freed up inside us.
Notably, we have a passion for our youth. Interestingly we live at a time where youth from all
socioeconomic backgrounds seem to have spent their formative years being fostered or enabled to
some degree by academia. As a result, they were alienated from families who many of these youth
felt abandoned them. The problem was, we as parents never saw it since we were on a mission for
“more.” Today these youth are being used as "programmed pawns" motivated by anger and the
illusions society cleverly installed into their "heart drives."
We can help these kids find "the swings they was born with." We probe carefully to find then
begin freeing their "key-log" so that we can get a purposeful rhythm flowing. We look for a
common denominator that lights a spark in them. As their abilities are fine-tuned, we coach them
by shaping a gracious attitude that gives them "Game." We define “Game” as “Attitude Meets
Ability!”
Our motto, "If You Do What Most Won't - You Will Enjoy What Most Never Will," has held
tried and true in the success of our students for the last twenty-plus years. Combine our motto with
incurable gratitude, and our students are packed with a powerful one-two punch for success.

Training System Production to be Done by Single Moms and Youth
For many years, it has been said we, as a community outreach do too many things. We
discovered that was the opinion of those who had a reputation of being critical of just about
everything. It’s easy to have all the answers from the sideline.
We have always looked at our outreach efforts from the macro view. With monetary and
volunteer support being lean, we subscribed to the belief, “less has to be more.” When we discover
a need, we would put it in God's hands and see if we could meet the need. We worked hard – real
hard.
For instance, while speaking at a Divorce Recovery Workshop, I heard a blaring concern from
many single moms in attendance. They had been out of the workforce for a decade or more. While
very capable, they knew they were not up to speed with today's technology. Due to my financial
services and business background, I saw the situation as an at-home income opportunity and a way
to return to the workforce at a comfortable pace.

During the C.A.R.S. (Community and Auto Repairmen Service)1 outreach, we began training
single moms for the workplace thanks to professional women who volunteered to help. Resumes
were fine-tuned, and we then collaborated with Dress for Success to assist our moms with proper
business attire for the interview process.
Should The Country Club of Life reach the potential I feel is possible, we will be keeping it in
the family by creating business opportunities for single moms and those in our youth training to
handle the various production phases. We are really excited about this part of the outreach.

The Problem
"Yep... Inside each and every one of us is one true authentic swing... Somethin' we was born with...
Somethin' that's ours and ours alone... Somethin' that can't be taught to ya or learned... Somethin'
that got to be remembered... Over time the world can, rob us of that swing... It get buried inside
us under all our wouldas and couldas and shouldas... Some folk even forget what their swing was
like..." Those are memorable words of Bagger Vance from the movie [The Legend of Bagger
Vance].

Tragically, hopelessness among adults and youth has been rising across all socioeconomic
sectors over the last decade. This hopelessness, combined with the onset of the COVID-19 virus
and its deceitful manipulated aftereffects, and its "game on" as our inner games are being tested to
their limit. These times are when our "one true authentic swing" must show up and respond to the
heat. Our basics must be sound. We must know what works for us and be mindful of the
strongholds that can bring us down. These are the times when our grip on life must be relaxed yet
firm. Times when our focus must be immovable.
This is when we must play life as it lies, confident we can execute the approach called for.
Let’s look at more of Bagger's wisdom. "Ain't a soul on this entire earth ain't got a burden to carry
he don't understand, you ain't alone in that. Enough! Time to go on, lay it down." Coach Paul the
Apostle said it this way, and again I paraphrase from Philippians 3:13&14. “Brothers and sisters,
I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of it. But one thing I do: I forget what I got on the
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COMMUNITY and AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRMEN SERVICING, C.A.R.S. is an automotive outreach to the
local community serving single moms in three areas…

last hole and focus toward what is ahead as I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which
God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.”
The catechism defines sin as “separation from God.” It’s this separation we have identified
as The KNOW Sin Zone. What was it Satan said to Adam and Eve? “Surely you will not die. For
God knows when you eat of the Tree of Knowledge, you will be like God” (and control good and
evil as need be)2.
While pondering and writing, I, too, began questioning. For instance, why is it children do
wrong innately and must be taught right from wrong? Why do children have a special something
such as; a blanket, a special toy, etc., that goes everywhere with them. As we age, the blanket and
the special toy turn into other things that fill our innate separation? Instead, we over-work, buy
expensive toys, use intellectual arrogance as a weapon against others. We hold on to justified
resentments and use legal and illegal substances and many other useless vices that are innate coverups for our broken human conditions in an unconscious effort to fill the void between our Creator
and ourselves. To coin a phrase, “It’s not the crime but the cover-up.” We covered up at the
creation when we were exposed, and we innately continued living fraudulent covered-up lives
right up to the present.
The proof of our blindness and enslavement to earthly treasures lies in the naive certainty that
we often display when we serve God on Sunday and mammon Monday through Saturday and that
God will accept this as if we can work out a compromise. Another way of putting it is, we use the
Bible for guidance and the Wall Street Journal for direction. However, Jesus said, “You cannot
serve both God and mammon.” What Jesus is saying is that these are absolutes. There is no
means between two opposites. If the material outlook controls us, then we are godless, even
though we talk about God all the time. I know many among us would decry what we call “atheistic
materialism,” but what Jesus says is that there is something even worse. It is materialism that
thinks it is godly! In the letter to the church at Laodicea, he reminded them of this, “They were
lukewarm,” Jesus said, “neither hot nor cold.” They were saying, “We are rich and increased
with goods and need nothing,” and Jesus said, “You do not know that you are wretched, pitiable,
poor, blind, and naked.” That is the materialism that thinks that it is godly.
If you’ve seen the movie A Christmas Carol, Ebenezer Scrooge was visited by three ghosts,
the first being “The Ghost of Christmas Past – His Past.” When Scrooge asks the spirit why it
2

Paraphrased from Genesis 3

haunts him, it tells him it is for his reclamation. The most profound thing the ghost tells Scrooge
is, “I have come to save you from – Your-SELF. Scrooge had become “his own worst enemy.”
Those living in The “KNOW” Sin zone are on a high when life deals them a winning hand.
Then there are those times when they are ready to fold. The KNOW Sin Zone is where those who
flirt with the out-of-bounds lines of life reside, trying to have it both ways. They live with the
gnawing feeling that “Something” is missing while deceiving themselves into believing they
are entitled to “more” of the good life. They crowd their lives with noise and toys in their
desperate attempt to fill their separation from God to satisfy their innate need for “Wholeness,” not “Holy-ness.” Their enslavement to “Knowledge” and “Reason” traps them into a
downward spiral of quiet desperation, chronic un-fulfillment, blame, unhappiness, and the killer,
guilt and shame. Underneath it all is a deep-seated fear and anxiety deceptively disguised as selfprotective confidence as they desperately try to hide from who they really are. As the saying
goes, “Mirror, Mirror on the wall, the Mirror isn’t on the wall at all. The reflection I see comes
deep from within me.”
“Reason and Rationalization” are secondary tumors that have metastasized from the primary
tumor “KNOWLEDGE” described as “sure death.” As a simple guy, I find it interesting how
many of those in The KNOW Sin Zone believe the Bible is outdated. Yet, at creation, the Lord
God forbid us to eat of just one thing- “The Tree of KNOWLEDGE,” and today, we overdose on
it. The problem is “Reason and Rationalization” slowly breaks us down and sucks the life out of
us. Suppose it goes undiagnosed and accepted, the antidote – Jesus Christ. A life rooted in Christ
surrenders “Reason and Rationalization” daily as we live in a state of humble remission. A life
rooted in Jesus Christ doesn’t mean one needs to be a fanatic of sorts, and it certainly doesn’t
mean a man needs to surrender his masculinity. A life in Christ looks very similar to the reverence
a golfer holds for the game. They play with uncompromising honesty and commitment and wellfounded humility unmatched by any other sport.
Like those who seek the total and complete satisfaction of serving God while enjoying all the
pleasures of the world find them wandering aimlessly in The KNOW Sin Zone, they continue
trying one thing after another seeking the "Something" that is missing in their lives which they
have never put a face on. They can be dying inside, yet on the outside, they appear to "have it all."
We call this "The Fernando Lamas Syndrome." This syndrome takes hold when someone would
much rather "look marvelous rather than feel marvelous," a phrase made notable by Llamas.

Putting God first means you must be prepared to stand apart from the world. You cannot
always turn to the world and expect all the rewards that life has to offer. If you are trying sincerely
to serve God, you will have other and greater rewards than the world offers. It means one has
found the courage and has dug deep into their being and has faced and now "KNOWS" the
glaring character dependencies that push them into their dependent behaviors, which
afforded them comfort and dominance in their fraudulent kingdoms. This "God-knowledge"
is the freeing knowledge given to us by Christ on the cross. It leads one to a humble, gracious,
credible, and authentic life.
"Upon discovering they are clinging to strongholds that they will not let go, they must
sincerely ask God to help them to be willing to let those go. They cannot divide their lives into
compartments keeping some for themselves and some for God. They must give it ALL to God,
saying, My Creator, I am now willing that you should have all of me, good and bad. I pray that
you now remove from me every single defect of character which stands in the way of my
usefulness to You and others." 3
The laws of nature cannot be changed - they must be obeyed. No exceptions will be made
in any case. We either submit to the laws of nature, or they will eventually break us. To
quote Bagger Vance, "Rhythm of the game like the rhythm of life." When this happens and
depending on our current condition, we will either accept our brokenness or impose it on others
in an attempt to break them, deepening our cover-up by keeping the focus away from ourselves.
Those who are so enslaved in self-will cowardly impose their brokenness on others.
These are primarily people who are constitutionally incapable of being honest since their
fraudulent lifestyles have become their desperate attempt at survival. However, as they continue
their cover-up and continue to break the laws of honesty, purity, unselfishness, and love, they will
eventually spiral down to the point of no return, abandoned, angry, bitter, and alone. Like the laws
of nature, the moral and spiritual laws of God are unbreakable without some disaster. If we are
dishonest, impure, selfish, and unloving, we will not be living according to The Spirit's laws.
Eventually, we will suffer the consequences, and the more intellectually arrogant one is, the harder
they are doomed to fall. No one beats the rhythm of this life since the laws of nature respect
no one who lives in their breach.

Quoted from the book, “Alcoholics Anonymous” more commonly referred to as “The Big Book.” –Hazelden
Foundation
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The pain eventually becomes so chronic that we find ourselves suffering physically,
emotionally, spiritually, socially, and financially. Those who achieved financial success tend to
suffer more intensely from those who find themselves in poverty. Financial success typically was
a form of their power and usually the way they controlled and manipulated others. Their life's
intellectual component now becomes their bankruptcy, leaving them insufficiently funded
bottomless in the depths of The KNOW Sin Zone.
Rigorously identifying one's character defects and the various salves used to cover up these
defects is how one can hope to narrow the gap between God's design for humanity and individual
humanness. Once these defects are identified, the best we can hope for is a consciously repentant
self that keeps us on notice that we are flawed and humbly aware that we would be living in eternal
abandon without the person on Jesus Christ.

The Recommended Solution
People rarely fail when they are committed to doing the things most won't to “Keeping It
Simple” and Maintaining the Basics. Those who fail cannot or will not completely give themselves
to this simple training. Usually, they are those who are constitutionally incapable or fearful of
being rigorously honest with themselves. There are such unfortunates! They are not at fault; they
seem to have been born that way. They are naturally incapable of developing and committing to a
manner of living that demands rigorous honesty. This defect of their character makes their chances
of living abundantly less than average. Then there are those, who are disadvantaged, but many of
them do find the abundant life we seek if they let go and dare to hear the sound of the silence
lurking inside them and live with strict accountability.
Our stories disclose the experiences that gave us strength which shaped us with the Hope we
have today. If a person has made the commitment and is willing to go the distance to succeed, they
are ready for our training. Unfortunately, this is where most balk. They go with an easier, softer
way – their way. However, the result will be nil until they let go completely. We strongly
encourage all who join this club to do so fearlessly and with an unshakeable commitment from the
very start.
It’s been interesting when talking to numerous amounts of people who say they have no faith
– “but would like to.” Hmm! “But would like to!” Identifying the “Key-log” blocking you from

entering into a faith relationship and living your life in Good Orderly Direction can be found by
investigating your relationship with the most dominant person in your life growing up
Observation has shown those who grew up with a dominant parent or guardian seem to put that
person’s face on God and want nothing to do with it. Then some have been disenfranchised by
organized religion, and their belief went into storage. Finally, intellectually arrogant people
overdose on the Tree of Knowledge; they are typically immersed in themselves and live with a
deep-seated and obstinate anger/fear, making it nearly impossible to reach them. Their chances are
nil unless they can find the courage to Let Go.

The Training Process
Following is The KNOW Sin Zone Training Process. It's not for sissies! Champions do the
things most won't – they stick to the task – and they enjoy what most never will. They KNOW that
“In the Burn-in – Comes the Learn-in.”

Discovery Stage
• "Whose" are you? Are you a creation of "Intelligent Design," or have you evolved due to
scientific progression?
• "What" do you believe?
• "Why" do you believe what you believe?
• "Who" you are?
• "What" is your purpose?
• Life Balance
• Identify Those Strongholds and Temporal Substances That Have A Grip On You.
• Re-Capture Your Time
• Numerous additional life and golf coaching assessments are available to conduct a thorough
and complete evaluation.

"Find Your Game"

Application Stage
• The Hard Reset
• The Amends Process
• Another Person (Of the same sex) Will Be KEY To Your Success
• Admit, Accept, Commit, Focus
• Game Plan Development

"Do What Most Won't"
Maintenance Stage
• Life Is A Game That CANNOT Be Won – JUST PLAYED!
Rule 1: You Can't Keep What You Now Have If You Don't Continually Give It Away.
Rule 2: Develop a Realistic & Sound Maintenance Regimen with Your Accountability.
Rule 3: Practice Using The Clubs Regularly.
Rule 4: Apply the Psychology.
Rule 5: NEVER play life alone. Accountability is a MUST.
• Spiritual Warfare – The Armor of God
Step 1: Know Your Enemy / Competitor.
Step 2: Know Your Commander / Leader.
Step 3: Know Yourself.
Step 4: The Battlefield of the Mind.
Step 5: Taking the Fight to the Enemy.
• Daily Warm-Up
Today is Here - Empty The Tank!
• Daily Wrap-Up
"Today well-played makes every yesterday a dream of happiness and tomorrow a vision of
hope."

Disciplines to “KEEPING IT GREEN!”
• Begin each day with God planning your tasks in a Good Orderly Direction.
• Make a searching and fearless inventory daily. Practice eliminating the more venial character
defects and temporal substances and blocking those that are more mortal, decreasing your
margin for error
• Accept that you are powerless over your character defects and temporal substances daily.
• Make contact with your accountability at the start of your day and make contact as needed.
• Maintain your rhythm to life by determining then accepting what works for you us you “play
your game” under all circumstances.
• You also maintain your winning rhythm by living a balanced life.
• Reach out to others through your character defects and temporal substances daily.
• Inconvenience yourself regularly to demonstrate your powerlessness.
• BUILD YOUR GRATITUDE LIST daily no matter what your circumstances are, keeping
your spiritual reflexes sharply tuned.
• Increase your conscious contact with God, living a life of credibility and authenticity – not
fanaticism.
• KEEP IT SIMPLE!

"Enjoy What Most Never Will"
The Solution's Value
•

Those who follow our training methods and stick to them will know a new freedom and
joyfulness. Our training may actually set them back; however, if they stick to the task in
front of them, they will advance far beyond anything they could ever hope.

•

They will not regret the past nor wish to shut the door on it. Instead, their experience will
bring strength and hope to others, which is the cornerstone to maintaining our new freedom.

•

Serenity and peace will be understood because they have come to accept God's will, and
their experience has shown the future has a way of taking care of things providing life is
played smack down the middle.

•

Moping and self-pity will disappear as bondage to self disappears.

•

Their attitude and outlook on life will change due to the incurable gracious perspective
they now live with.

•

Fear of being intimidated and economic insecurity will leave since their purpose in life is
clear.

•

Procrastination will cease as they will intuitively know how to handle situations that used
to baffle them.

•

It will become evident that only God could be doing the things they could never get done
for themselves.

"Truth!" That's the secret, a"rigorous honesty" and total acceptance of responsibility for their
actions, past, present, and future, topped off with an immovable surrender to the God of their
understanding. They begin genuinely "living" life rather than "doing" life through the spiritual
reflexes they've shaped, which causes them to respond to rather than react to life.

Conclusion
Since becoming Consulting Director in 1996, I have ministered from the macro view. The great
game of golf has been a highly effective door-opener into the "whole" person. Several hours on a
golf course observing another person has a way of building trust – or not. It's an in-depth look into
a person’s character and disposition. A criticism we have received has been that we "try to do too
much." Fact is, if inside us is one true authentic swing, then many parts of that swing can cause a
life to stray from its Target. Over the years, we have earned the trust of many, some of whom we
have never met. Our tips and other forms of coaching have opened opportunities worldwide, which
we now hope to be in a position to build on.

The Market
According to the National Golf Foundation, nearly 25 million people played golf on a golf
course in the United States in 2020. That’s around 8 percent of the total population of the U.S.,
which is a pretty large number, all things considered. Following is some additional demographic
information about these 25 million people who played golf on a course in 2020.
•

Around 77 percent are male, leaving female golfers to make up only a little more than 22
percent

•

A little over 3 million of these people are junior golfers.

•

Three million of these people are new golfers, playing on a golf course for the first time (a
record-breaking number of new players).

•

Almost 6 million players are young people, the age group of 18-34-year-olds.

Younger players are slowly starting to grow within the sport, but they have yet to overtake the
older demographic on the course. However, they make up a considerable percentage
of participation in off-course golf training facilities such as indoor golf simulators, driving ranges,
and golf entertainment areas. While in recent years the popularity of golf among younger people
has grown, the majority of players are still older. The median age in the U.S. is 54, continuing to
draw in an older crowd.
A standard drive for a male tour pro is 291 yards, while the average golfer comes in at 235
yards. For most golfers, their favorite golf major to watch on television is the Masters, with
the U.S. Open, the British Open, and the PGA Championship following in that order.
Popular golf news sites that many golfers enjoy are The Golf Channel, Golf Business News,
and Golf Digest.

COVID and Golf
Amid uncertain times, golf has enjoyed a resurgence in play in 2020, particularly during the
summer months. Its momentum is worth celebrating and presents a unique opportunity for the
game.
In a recent industry message, National Golf Foundation's CEO Joe Beditz not only discussed
the surge in rounds but addressed the importance of sustaining this interest in play and retaining

both new golfers and those who have returned to the game after an extended hiatus. Following are
some rather interesting stats.
•

501.8 million rounds of golf were played at U.S. courses in 2020, up more than 60 million
rounds over 2019.

•

Seventeen million non-golfers who were "very interested" in playing golf now were up
10% over 2019.

•

Three million beginner golfers, a record number, hit courses in 2020.

•

U.S. golf retail sales topped $1 BILLION in the third quarter of 2020.

While figures may lie and liars figure as the expression goes, if you are a veteran golfer and
tried to get starting time in 2020, you know these stats are accurate.
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THE COUNTRY CLUB of LIFE CROWDFUNDING PROJECT GOAL - $30,000.00
CONTRIBUTIONS ARE NOT FULLY TAX-DEDUCTIBLE

Contribution Criteria
•

Crowd-member begins by donating to the rewards category in which they are interested.

•

Upon TOTAL FULFILLMENT, we will send links to Backer to download their rewards.
Failure to raise the Project Goal ($30,000.00) will result in a refund of funds collected.

•

To become a Backer, click the appropriate link to which you are interested.

Hole Sponsor
• Club Membership for 5 Years
• Posting On Club Website

$500.00

Red Tee Sponsor
• The Ultimate Putting Guide e-Book

$25.00

White Tee Sponsor
• The Ultimate Golf Guide e-Book

$50.00

Gold Tee Sponsor
• The Complete Golfer e-Book – A Classic By Harry Vardon

$75.00

Black Tee Sponsor
• Gratitude Unlocks the Fullness of Life e-Book

$100.00

